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PURPOSE  
 
This paper is about the place of technique in counselling. More specifically, the objective is 
to examine the problems of grid use, and the feasibility of repertory-grid based 
microprocessor counselling aids, and their implications for the counselling dialogue. While a 
number of counsellors using grid methods feel that there is much in common between the 
values to which they subscribe and those underlying grid technique, the relationship between 
the two is not obvious, and guidelines for the use of grids in counselling are not self-evident 
(Edmonds 1979). The introduction of computerised aids complicates the issue in its own 
right; if one then combines the computer with the relatively unfamiliar repertory grid, the 
potential for alienating counsellors from the possible benefits of the two, markedly increases. 
One runs the risks of repeating the mistakes made by psychologists who offered the other 
technique, the psychometric test for use in counselling (Goldman, 1972).  
 
COUNSELLING STYLE  
 
My understanding of the essentials of any form of counselling that is not purely informative 
(e.g. the guidance and advice that a school counsellor might give about careers) can be 
summarised by Gilmore (1973): 
 

 
 OVERHEAD A  
 
The counsellor is to refrain from volunteering advice and evaluation based on his own 
standards of judgement while avoiding dishonest agreement for its own sake; he is to provide 
support, really listen and use silence appropriately, while ,judging when it is appropriate to 
intervene in a way which moves from presenting problems to an exploration of aspects of 
concern to the client, so that movement and progress can be made; he must offer his 
judgements on what kinds of interaction would constitute "progress", if not explicitly then 
certainly implicitly by the decisions he makes or how to manage the interaction. This delicate 
task is exacerbated where there is a call for therapeutic or healing intervention; or where there 
is an implicit evaluation by others of the clients previous behaviour that carries implications 
for future evaluation and perhaps career progress: ego the field of occupational appraisal 
counselling; see Torrington (1972) for a good example supported by a case transcript.  
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GRID COUNSELLING  
 
If introduced and handled appropriately, the repertory grid can be most helpful to the 
intended outcome of the counselling relationship. It offers an understanding of client 
meaning, by virtue of the map it draws of the realm of client discourse on the topic that is 
chosen (the client proposes his own terms and evaluations of them, as regards both elements 
and constructs); at the same time, idiosyncratic constructs or those that have been verbalised 
with difficulty, become comprehensible in terms of the way in which elements, understood 
by client and counsellor, are positioned along the construct. Acceptance of client uniqueness 
is provided by the use of the grid itself; sincerity is an assumed constant in this discussion, 
regardless of whether a grid is used or not. The major problem arises over the issue of 
communication skill. How is the grid to be introduced and progressed?  
 
Construct elicitation however conducted is after all a very peculiar form of discourse; "which 
two of these are alike in some way and different from the third" is a question which would of 
course be inappropriate if the counsellor is trying to stop the client from climbing up the  
wall; but it is a very peculiar way of putting a question in any circumstances, and the same 
can be said of the full context form or any other.  
 
A possible method for initiating the elicitation, or in certain circumstances of carrying out an 
entire albeit abbreviated grid, is what one might call the Microgrid: two or three constructs 
are elicited conversationally by repeating a comparison the client has made, recording ratings 
more formally after the conversation: see the handout, transcript 1.  
 
(This particular exchange was summarised after 10 minutes by a request to jot the construct, 
and 3 more that came up in the same way, down on paper, the idea of a 5-point rating scale 
being introduced at that point). The micro-grid can be used as a focus for further counselling 
interchange or as the prologue to a full grid, formally contracted for.  
 
It does appear that there are two rather distinct approaches to the initiation and progression of 
grid work if rapport is not to be damaged: the informal, and inevitably partial, introduction of 
the grid or a technique associated with it, by stealth as it were as exemplified above; or by a 
formal contracting to do a grid at some stage, and use the associated technique, in which the 
orientation towards client language is temporarily suspended and the counsellor teaches the 
expert terminology to the client, who is asked to jump through a few technique-orientated 
loops to provide information for subsequent, more conventional counselling dialogue.  
 
THE CONDUCT OF LEARNING CONVERSATIONS  
 
Some mixture of the two is, I think, assumed in the concept of grid-based learning 
conversations (Thomas & Harri-Augstein 1977, 1982). But how are the two to be interwoven 
in time and how might one recognise the points at which a technique should be commenced 
and, subsequently, terminated? Since all conversations must lead somewhere, and since there 
is an implicit order in the techniques of laddering; cluster-analysing complete grids; 
elaboration of elements and constructs; exchange grids and so forth, there is a danger that the 
counsellor will thunder ahead blindly to the end of a particular sequence of grid activities, get 
his wheels stuck into the tramlines with which the technique provides him, at the risk of 
missing what the client is really saying at a given point.  
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It would be nice if counselling dialogue and technique-based activities could be planned for 
different counselling sessions: (SEE OVERHEAD B); but clients, issues, and problems don't 
necessarily present themselves as neatly as that.  
 
COMPUTER-BASED AIDS  
 
At first blush, it would seem that the introduction of computers into the counselling dialogue 
raises crucial and somewhat different difficulties for the maintenance of rapport, and many 
counsellors would share the following reservations:  
 
a) The nature of the contract to be established between counsellor and client changes. 

Issues of confidentiality are raised in a new guise; expert language intervenes, with 
the need to explain conventions of machine operation, data entry, and output format. 
The counsellor's "communication skill" becomes directed to the technical rather than 
the interpersonal level.  

 
b) The balance of empathy between counsellor and client alters. While workers in 

artificial intelligence base their arguments about man-machine equivalence on the 
degree of functional similarity (Turing 1963), many people feel that computer aids 
have no place in so critically human an interaction as counselling because of the gross 
structural differences between counsellor and machine. Certainly, the values of many 
counsellors would place counsellor and machine at opposite poles on many constructs 
whose range of convenience encompasses them both.  

 
c) More subtly, perhaps, the way in which the counsellor shows "understanding of client 

meaning" alters. For all the recent emphasis on computer awareness and literacy, it is 
a fair guess that the clients expectation of the counselling relationship will not include 
a computer. The counsellor may find it difficult to explain the way in which a 
machine-cluster-analysed grid generates meaning and contributes to understanding, 
without altering or destroying the relationship with the client.  

 
One answer to these difficulties is to provide more "user-friendly" programmes (an 
alternative way of putting this is to design programmes and microcomputers that are "people-
literate", rather than to expect people to become "computer literate": Tebbut, 1982). A second 
is to expect computers to go to the client, and hence to be portable, rather than the other way 
round.  
 
For the rest, though, it can be argued that all the differences that computers make to the 
counsellor-client relationship are identical to the difficulties posed by the introduction of 
computerised, conventional grid techniques into counselling. Problems of entry, termination, 
and balance of discourse are the same: perhaps the tramlines afforded by the microcomputer 
as a more convenient implementation of the technique are more efficient, but it is doubtful 
whether they are different in kind. Certainly, there is no intention of replacing the counsellor 
by machine, just as there is no intention of his replacement when non-computerised grid 
techniques are introduced.  
 
For example, Keene & Bell (1980) have developed a programme that simulates the 
unstructured, rambling nature of a human conversation: a simulation of aspects of the micro-
grid approach outlined above. Unless one sees the programme or an improved version as 
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replacing the counsellor (and so far as I know·, this is not advocated by Keene and Bell), the 
issues of initiation and termination, of tramlines mindlessly pursued, are certainly present.  
 
Eden et al (1979) have a programme, implemented on a mini-computer, which elicits and 
analyses a substantial database (over 100 constructs are possible) for subsequent exploration 
by the client providing the data: frequently a senior management policy-maker attracted by 
the explicit ways in which the programme presents the content of the hunches, subjective 
judgements, and "gut feelings" with which decision-makers at that level operate. 
Significantly, however, Eder & Sims (1981) have commented that users prefer and appreciate 
the presence of a human counsellor to enrich the interaction with the machine, despite their 
genuine interest and absorption in interacting with it.  
 
AVOIDING THE TRAMLINES  
 
My prescription for dealing with some of the problems presented above, is to view the set of 
grid techniques, whether computer-aided or not, as a set of options from which the counsellor 
can choose as the situation demands. If one sees the sequence in which the techniques can be 
operationally ordered as a set of tramlines then:  
 
 "Doing a grid" (in the same sense as "administering a test" with its implicit assumption of 

a procedure that must be completed to be used) becomes an option which is likely to be 
chosen rarely by the counsellor  

 
 The "linear" approach, counselling dialogue, grid completion, grid analysis, discussion of 

results, more counselling dialogue, incorporating a grid used in a test-like manner, with 
suspension of counselling dialogue during grid elicitation, is likely to miss occasions for 
satisfaction of immediate client needs.  

 
 Use of grid techniques becomes a matter of deciding when to abandon the tramlines, at a 

junction determined by client response or counsellor intuition, because the counselling 
interaction, with that part of a grid already completed, are crying out for some 
conventional counselling interchange if the client's needs are to be served.  

 
 This is an argument for the spiral or circular approach, in which counselling and grid work 

are intertwined. (In passing, one might point to the similarity between this argument and 
the one used by Fisher (1974) in proposing spiral, rather than Bales (1950)-type linear 
models, to account for the process of group decision making). SEE OVERHEAD C.  

 
 Use of grid techniques then becomes a procedure of choosing from two sets of 

possibilities:  
 

During counselling dialogue: being prepared to recognise the appropriate point to essay a 
micro-grid, initiate a grid, do some element/construct elaboration, laddering etc. Where a 
microcomputer aid is available, the set of possibilities might literally be a menu of grid 
technique subroutines presented on the VDU screen.  
 
During use of the grid technique: being prepared to abandon it, uncompleted, to recognise 
from the client's utterances an indication of a personal need and to follow up the latter.  
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Let me illustrate this by outlining the major tramlines and junctions from those tramlines, that 
grid techniques provide quoting case examples en route. OVERHEAD D, 1-4 
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CASE EXAMPLES  
 
Transcript 1: NEGOTIATING ELEMENTS  
 
CLIENT:  Student doing research Masters 
 
ISSUE:  Insufficient support by supervisor  
 
TRANSCRIPT:  
 
CLIENT (C) ….I have the same feeling trying to get moving on my literature review as I 
  used to get revising for exams. Shaky and nervous just thinking about what 
  I'm to say because I wouldn't know 'till too late 'whether what I was thinking 
  was sensible.  
 
Counsellor (CO) Would this be something you might raise with the tutor unlike exam  
  revision where you're on your own until its too late to matter?  
 
A possible construct is being offered:  
 

Exam   Lit Rev Tutorial  
NO FEEDBACK     FEEDBACK 
ON MY OWN     WITH TUTOR  

 
C   No, its not like that. We never talk about it (the material) in that way anyway. 
  Its more that I get the shakes imagining reactions rather than when the  
  reactions occur, and the tutorial is real when it happens, all right.  
 
CO   Can I check this out: Revising for exams and writing the lit. review are alike 
  because they're to do with how you imagine someone might react to your ideas 
  - as opposed to someone actually reacting?  
 
C   That's right.  
 
*CO   Look, I want to ask you "what kind of reactions do you imagine? But first, are 
  there any other situations in which you get the shakes for this sort of reason?  
 
Construct being worked with and situations offered by client  
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CO   Okay. So what reactions do you imagine might happen?  
 
COMMENT:  Two alternative courses of action possible for the counsellor at the asterisked 

point: to follow his intuition and explore the kinds of imagined reactions; or to 
broaden the discussion towards a grid removed from the presenting problem, 
and identify other situations engendering the same kind of imagined reaction. 
The latter was done in the first instance, and a realm of discourse established 
for subsequent grid work, reverting to the former.  
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Transcript 2: CHOICE OF ELEMENTS  
 
CLIENT:  School guidance counsellor taking part in a course on grid techniques in 

counselling.  
 
ISSUE:  Classroom exercise on choice of elements; topic chosen had to be currently 

personally relevant: chose buying a new house.  
 
TRANSCRIPT:  
 
CL:  (After rating eight "houses I have owned" as elements, on first construct only): 

"What do I do if the construct isn't very helpful? ... My ratings of all the 
elements are all lopsided!  

 
  (Ratings were 2,2,2,2,2,5,2,2 on a 5-point scale)  
 
CO:   "Well, try another construct. In what way do….."  
 
CL:  "I think it's the elements that aren't right. They're forcing me into constructs I 

don't find helpful, I have to rate on "Modern-Traditional" since that's what 
suggested itself with the three elements we used. But I'd rather rate on how I 
feel about Modern-Traditional elements.Could we get away from the houses 
themselves as elements? 

 
COMMENT: At this point discussion on what sort of elements would be suitable for a full 

grid would probably be less productive than an exploration of the feelings she 
really has about houses lived in, as opposed to how these houses are described 
in estate-agents' and builders' brochures.  
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Transcript 3: DEALING WITH CONTENT OF CONSTRUCTS RATHER THAN 
RATINGS  
 
CLIENT: Unemployed person about to go for umpteenth job interview  
 
ISSUE:  Dealing with diminishing self-confidence: an exploratory grid done to initiate 

discussion about feelings  
 
ELEMENTS:  The previous jobs applied for; the present job applied for; the job I felt most 

accepted in; the job I hated most. 
 
CONSTRUCTS: As follows. The eliciting phrase (cf. STEWART & STEWART 1981) used 
  to terminate each presented was "….from the point of view of how you felt 
  about them".  
 

 Unsupervised frequently - Often closely supervised  
 Talked a lot to others       -  Didn't find a lot to say to others  
 Long way to travel   - On my doorstep 
 Firm looked after you  -  Really didn't care  
 Knew people there   -  Most people strangers on joining  
 Production-oriented  - Less so: (no great problem if caught 

atmosphere     clocking a friend in)  
 Clean canteen   -  Dirty, poor food 
 Christmas bonus   - No bonuses except work-dependent  

 
COMMENT:  
As Cooper (pers. commu.) has put it of a grid with similar flavour "somewhere behind those 
(very descriptive, behavioural) constructs there as a person trying to get out": a continual 
avoidance of affective constructs, despite the eliciting phrase, made further continuation of 
the grid pointless. But the grid had served its purpose - conventional counselling dialogue 
"took off" following the question:  
 
CO:   Did you like the firms (where able to talk a lot to others)?  
 
CL:   No: I prefer to keep myself to myself  
 
CO:  Go on….what happened in the jobs where you didn't talk a lot: how did you 

get on with the people you worked with?  
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Transcript 4: POSSIBILITY OF ELABORATION TO LESSEN COUNTER-PRODUCTIVE 
ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN ELEMENTS  
 
CLIENT:  Research employee of a Training Board, with interests in group work  
 
ISSUE:  Wondering whether to leave relatively secure job and set up as a private  
  group-leader: anxious about the choice.  
 
TRANSCRIPT:  
 
COUNSELLOR (CO): These two elements, working on other "peoples personal growth" and 
  "working on my own personal growth" look as though they're closely matched 
  on all the constructs.  
 
CLIENT (C):  That's right. Running groups, in order to help other people to grow… But at 

the same time, I wonder about my own competence: because they're so closely 
linked, I suppose I can't help worrying about what would happen if I wasn't 
growing and started making mistakes.  

 
CO:   What would happen?  
 
C:  Well I'm saying that if the group member grows, I grow. But my own lack of 

growth would mean I was damaging the other person's growth to some extent.  
 
COMMENT:  A pertinent grid technique at this point would be to ELABORATE the realm 

of discourse: i.e., since the two elements are highly matched on all the 
constructs, to ask the client to post a new construct which necessitated a 
maximal difference between the two elements (e.g. such that one received a 
"1" rating, the other, a "5", this being a 5-point rating scale grid). 

 
In fact, it proved more helpful to abandon the tramlines at this point, to drop 
further work with the grid pro tem, and to explore the following:  

 
CO:  Does the link between the group members growth and your own growth 

follow the other way round? I mean, suppose you're not making mistakes, 
working well, doing all a group leader should do - and still the bugger refuses 
to grow….what would you do then?  

 
C:  Well, I'd think hard about "What's happening, discuss it with (a fellow group-

leader), try and learn more…. 
  
COMNENT:  The client is being encouraged to consider that, while her own "insufficient 

growth" may hold back the group member, the group member who isn't 
growing will not hold the client back but in contrast, will provide a further 
stimulus for the group leader's own development. The causal link between the 
two elements is being explored, in a bit of conventional counselling dialogue; 
the grid-based ELABORATION technique stays at the level of association 
alone, in generating new constructs.  
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CONCLUSION  
 
 The moral of the story is thus: A grid isn't a test. We know it’s mainly an idiographic 

technique; we sometimes forget, blinded by technique that it shouldn't be given by a test-
like procedure.  

 
 Cluster-analyses make powerful counselling dialogue possible; but we shouldn’t press on 

to the end of this procedure if something the client says begs for conventional interaction 
here and now.  

 
 You don't have to finish a grid!  
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